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Bingo – find the first letter or sound in a word
For this bingo I made 8 bingo cards in the size A4. In the Icelandic alphabet we have 32 letters. 2 of
them are never the first letter in a word so I did not use them here. Each letter was on 3-4 cards. I
made three different types of cards to use in the bingo. One group had animals and two with mixed
pictures. See pictures on the next page.

What you need:









A4 paper
A4 carton paper as thick as you can put in the laminator machine
laminator machine and plastic
scissors
pictures and words to use in the bingo
basket for things used in this bingo
Whiteboard marker (one for each player)
Cloth or something else to clean the bingo cards after the game

What you do:







the bingo cards are made on a A4 carton. I put 12 frames on each card and in each frame I
put one letter (I used a font called Skriftis Grunn and the letters were 72pt bold)
find pictures on the internet put them into frames same size as are on the bingo cards. Below
in the frame you write the word. I had the first letter bigger and red colored bold. (Skriftis
Grunn 22pt the first letter and 20pt the other letters in the word)
I marked each group on the backside (1,2,3) so the goups don´t mix.
print out the pictures and cut.
put in plastic and through the laminator machine (no need to cut the bingo cards)

The game:


played like normal bingo. One is the reader and drags one card at a time and reads the word
with some help from the picture. The reader drags f.e. Monkey. The players look at their card
to see if they have M and if so they use the whiteboard marker pen and make an X in that
frame. The winner is the one that has put X over all the letters on his card. Clean the cards
with cloth and play again.

Note:


this bingo is made for kids that are 4-6 years old but if you make it for older kids you might
not need pictures.
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